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Refugees for life
A Hady Zaccak “social” documentary

Original title: Laji’oun mada el hayat
Year of production: 2006
Original language: Arabic (with English/ Spanish subtitles)
Director of Photography: Muriel Aboulrouss
Sound: Tony Saadeh
Editing: Elias Shaheen
Music: Emile Aouad
Sound design: Rana Eid
Technical assistant: Marwan Hamdan
Executive producer: Hady Zaccak
Producer: Mohamad Soueid
Production supervision: Fadi Ismail
Production: O3 Productions (Dubai) with the support of the European Union.
Written and Directed by: Hady Zaccak
Format: DV
Running time: 48 minutes
© 2006-EU-O3 Productions (Dubai-UAE)
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Synopsis
Through the experiences of three families of Palestinian Refugees living in gatherings located in Tyre, South of Lebanon and a human
rights activist, the film looks at their everyday struggles, their aspirations to communicate with their relatives in Germany and their
continuous waiting to return one day to Palestine.

Detailed Synopsis
Shafiq Shmaissi (a taxi driver), Nagi Merhi (a fisherman) and Fatima Fatayer (a widow) are 3 Palestinian Refugees from the same
generation living in gatherings- Tyre, South of Lebanon. Jaber Abu Hawash is a human rights activist working in the Palestinian camps of
South-Lebanon. He is also a refugee.
How do these people live? What are the problems they face? What are their aspirations? Can they reach their relatives living in Berlin,
Germany?
From Tyre to Berlin, the observation of people condemned to suffer and wait.
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Screenings
Date

Place

Context

8/9/2006

Al Arabiya News Channel

First TV broadcast

20/9/2006

India Habitat Centre, New Open Frame Festival
Delhi, India
(official
selection
UNESCO)

by

DOCSUR Market, Canary
Island, Spain

Festival Internacional de
Documentales del Sur

March 2007

Sheraton Hotel, Doha, Qatar

Al Jazeera International
Documentary Festival

1/4/2007

Belgrade, Serbia

29/6/2007

Fayoum
Education 4th Fayoum International
Directorate, Egypt
Youth Film Festival

October 2006
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(official selection)

54th Beogradski Festival
Dugometranog e i
kraftkometranog

13/9/2007

UNESCO, Beirut

29/10/2007

Santiago
Spain

de

(official selection)
1st official
Lebanon

(official selection)

Beryte Theatre, Beirut

1/3/2008

Al Madina Theatre, Beirut

5/7/2008

Knowledge village, Dubai

27-29-30 September 2008

C.C. Justiça Federal,

with

screening

with

and

Limites e Fronteiras
program
Los 12th Annual
Festival

Yerba Buena Center for the
Arts in San Francisco, USA
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Special
debate

screening

Festival Do Rio

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Area

Special
debate

Documentary Voices: Pulling
Focus

Caixa Cultural 2,
The Bay
Angeles.

in

Compostela, International Euro Arab Film
Festival (Amal)

25/2/2008

16-28 October 2008

screening

Arab

Film

30/1/2009
1/2/2009

Tokyo University of Foreign Symposium:
"Conflict
Studies, Japan
victims in cinema"
Kyoto University, Japan

June 2009

Avignon, France

12/11/2009

Aresco Palace – Hamra
Beirut
Arci
Cagliari
Comitato
Provinciale, Cagliari, Italy

14/8/2009

22/11/2009
15/5/2010
15/6/2010
16/6/2010
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Symposium:
cinema"

"Nakba

in

Corto del Med Festival

Virgin Megastore, Down DVD release with the
town, Beirut, Lebanon
support
of
ANERA
(American
Near
East
Refugee Aid) and Nadi lekol
el nas

Casa
Arabe,
Instituto
Internacional de estudios
Árabes
y
del
Mundo
Musulmán, Madrid, Spain
Royal Film Commission,
Amman, Jordan
Centre Culturel
Français,
Damascus, Syria

the film week "Palestine in
Lebanese Cinema"
Film
Event:
"Vite
Palestinesi/ Tre Registi dal
Libano raccontano"
Marathon
Movies

of

Palestinian

World Refugee Day Film
Festival (opening film)
World Refugee Day Film
Festival

20/6/2010
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Arab
Cultural
Aleppo, Syria

Centre, World Refugee Day Film
Festival

Press Reviews

Daleel An Nahar Newspaper 6 – 10 -06
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Out of the shadows Article

The Amal Film Festival puts independent Arab cinema in the limelight, writes Serene Assir from Santiago de Compostela

The fifth round of the annual Amal Euro-Arab Film Festival brought 47 short, feature and documentary films to an eager and varied audience in Santiago de
Compostela, Spain, fitting screenings and other activities into a frenzied 10 days. Notwithstanding the diversity, the Arab world was the event's unifying
theme, and a full range of Arab filmmakers from Bahrain to Algeria, Sudan to Syria, showcased their work alongside a smaller number of Europeans seeking
to address issues relating to the Arab world today, among them the Apartheid Wall in the West Bank and Jerusalem, and immigration into Spain and the rest
of the European Union.
Organised yearly by the Santiago de Compostela-based Fundación Araguaney, the Amal Film Festival reflects an inherent belief in the power of art and
culture. "Amal means hope in Arabic," reads the festival's manifesto. "The Amal Festival translates this hope into knowledge and cooperation through a
universal language capable of crossing any cultural and language barrier: the language of film." During the festival's awards ceremony last Wednesday,
Araguaney's founder and President Ghaleb Jaber Ibrahim reiterated the importance of cross-cultural dialogue through the arts. "The first thing we must do to
understand is observe," he told the audience. "When we understand, it becomes possible to reach out and build bridges. Only fear builds walls." Coming
from a Palestinian businessman from Nablus based for the best part of the last three decades in Spain, such a statement carries undertones of the foundation's
concern with the Palestinian question and its work to spread knowledge of it in and beyond the historically rich if often forgotten Spanish province of
Galicia. Indeed the effects of Araguaney's work are immediately evident in local student culture: all across the city of Santiago de Compostela scores of
young people wear the traditional Palestinian kuffiye around their necks: perhaps a gesture of protest against an increasingly unjust world. In addition, the
city's university hosted last week a film festival parallel to Amal, titled From the Middle East With Love, showcasing 18 predominantly Arab student films
were to the public.
In this light the festival's orientation of promoting interchange based on knowledge and presence rather than patronising "ideals" -- as in so many culturalcooperation initiatives these days, is unsurprising. Araguaney achievement is in its search for depth, and the sheer variety of screenings in the present festival
precludes the possibility of reducing the process to any one string of thought. In line with the work of the foundation as a whole, it was the purpose of the
organisers, headed by Jaber's son and namesake Ghaleb Jaber Martinez, to avoid a homogenous portrait of the Arab world. "As we have seen through the
past few days, there are issues of great weight pressing down on the Arab world today," Jaber Martinez said. "However, past these issues, there is also
laughter, normality, fights and reconciliations of lovers -- universal things."
If there was one feeling common to most of the films, however, it must be the tension that characterises the region today: tension between freedom of spirit
and awareness of the threats undermining such freedom. In a sense, by delving into the lives of Arab characters, both real and fictional, the programme, with
varying degrees of directness, explores the beauty and cruelty of being an Arab today -- a tension often resolved through sheer resilience. One such film,
Driving to Zigzigland, addresses the difficulties confronting Palestinian actor Bashar Daas -- playing himself -- as he seeks recognition in the United States,
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only to be offered, continually, terrorist roles on the big screen -- which he refuses. Directed by Daas' wife Nicole Ballivian, the film portrays a day in his life
as a taxi driver in Los Angeles, trying to make enough money to pay the bills, including the cost of his residence permit. Just as he is about to gather enough
money, Daas's cousin is taken ill, and is asked to pay up at the hospital. He does, and thus sacrifices his chance of remaining in the US. The conundrum and
its resolution are clear, and all too characteristic of dilemmas facing Arabs today. Perhaps deservedly, Driving to Zigzigland won this year's Amal Award for
Best Film.
Other issues of universal significance were raised, notably by Lebanese filmmaker Jocelyne Saab's Dunia, essentially an exploration of Egyptian society's
simultaneous fetishistic fascination and moralistic condemnation of female sexuality, which had generated impassioned debate on its release in 2006.
Perhaps indicative of the its power, there was a blockade on the film by the powers-that-be in the Arab world's most populous country. But this did not
prevent Dunia from being aired many times in the two years after its completion, though it underlined the dangerous but historically constant relationship
between power and art. "Power and art are in constant interaction," Saab told Al-Ahram Weekly. "But power flirts with the artist more than the artist does
with power. Sometimes, power tries to break you. Sometimes the interaction is conscious, at other times it is so quick that you, as an artist, don't even have
the time to realise it. But power is not static: power is also about timing, and as an artist, if you are alert enough, you have the capacity to seize time. In that
case, the moment is yours." On the other hand, the festival also acted as a forum for Arab cinema to prove itself internationally as both and original
technically sound. "I am so pleased that there is an increasing proliferation of good Arab films," said Algerian filmmaker Nasser Bakhti, who won the Amal
Award for Best Director for his Night Shadows. "Filmmakers are working across the Arab world now, and they are bringing into being an entirely different
perspective on the world. We have heard enough from the others -- now I feel it's our turn to speak about issues that affect us." Bakhti spent six years
working on his film -- evidently prudently, since this complex feature is immensely graceful in that while it tackles, on the surface, the vexed topic of
immigration and inter-race relations in Switzerland, at a deeper level it tells a story of pain, emptiness, longing -- and humanity. Filled with gentle
symbolism, it is structurally intact and hard-hitting as reagards the sense of loss of humanity in urban Europe, where chaos is an illusion and the reality far
more painful than immediately evident.

An impressive control over the medium informed many films, with an intelligent use of imagery serving not only aesthetic
integrity but articulate communication of themes. Hady Zaccak's Refugees for Life, for example -- innovatively filmed and
courageously edited -- will likely leave the plight of Palestinian refugees in Lebanon imprinted on the minds of the
audience for a long time to come. This documentary film takes the viewer from the homes of three Palestinian families in
Lebanon to Germany, where their relatives live, and the visual contrast -- ironic in that both Lebanon and Germany are but
different kinds of prison for the subjects in question -- remains key. In Lebanon, the Palestinians interviewed see no future
for themselves or their children; in Germany, in spite of better material conditions, many are overcome by fear and lead
their lives practically incognito.
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Quotes
“Refugees for life”, 48 minutes showing “what we don’t know about Palestinians in Lebanon” (Georges Hayek, An Nahar newspaper,
Lebanon)
“Hady Zaccak’s Refugees for life innovatively filmed and courageously edited, will likely leave the plight of Palestinian refugees in
Lebanon imprinted on the minds of the audience for a long time to come” (Serene Assir, Al-Ahram newspaper, Egypt)
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Photos

More pictures @ www.hadyzaccak.com/rflphotos.html
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